Safety, kids, and dogs -
Kids Safety with all dogs 
Parents Safety Knowledge 
Dogs Tolerance Levels

Kids and Dog Safety Tips:
Teaching children the do's and don'ts regarding animals is among the one of the most important lessons you'll ever teach them.  Animals are everywhere and though many are domesticated, this does not automatically make them safe.  For example, in the U.S. alone, 1-2 million dog bites occur annually.
Today many homes are raising children along with the family dog. Naturally kids delight in hugging, petting and playing with their pets. But unfortunately, many children grow up believing that all dogs are gentle and friendly like their pets, and commonly fall victim to a dog attack, simply because they'd never been taught when it's not okay to approach a dog.
Start teaching your children the following safety guidelines regarding dogs when they are quite young, and continue reinforcing these precautions frequently.
1.	Never run up to a dog.
2.	Never attempt to touch a neighbor's dog through a fence.
3.	Never touch a dog that is growling, showing his teeth, or barking hysterically.
4.	Young children must never approach dogs without a grown-up's supervision.
5.	Always hold your hand out first and allow the dog to sniff your hand.
6.	Never grab at a dog.
7.	Don't approach a dog that is a watch dog protecting property.
8.	Never attempt to touch a dog that is eating or in possession of a bone or a treat of some sort.
9.	Never hurt the animal by pulling it's tail or fur for example.
10.	If the dog is leashed, ask the dog's owner permission to pet the dog first.
11.	Keep your face away from the dog's, when approaching or playing with them.
12.	Don't make loud noises or sudden moves when approaching a dog. Speak softly to it.
13.	If a dog is chasing you, stop running, as this encourages him to chase you.
14.	Avoid eye contact with dogs, and back off slowly and non-threateningly.
15.	Do not touch, or attempt to touch, the animal's eyes.
16.	Dog's don't like hugs.
17.	Dog's are animals and should be treated in such a way.
18.	Dog's do not like to be ridden like a horse.
Safety Around Dogs Questionnaire:
1.	There is a perfectly safe breed of dog.     False
2.	My dog will never bite.    False
3.	Only certain breeds of dogs are dangerous.   False
4.	I can approach my dog at any time.   False
5.	It is fine to go play with the puppies that my dog had.   False
6.	It is cute to let a puppy nip my fingers or pull my socks.    False
7.	If something is cute or funny it is all right to let happen.   False
8.	I should be able to do anything I want to my dog.   False
9.	My dog is small so he is not dangerous.   False
10.	It does not matter that my dog is not spayed or neutered.   False
11.	Puppy training is not necessary because dogs cannot learn until they are older.    False
12.1 can go faster than a dog if I am on a bike/skateboard.   False
13. My neighbor's dog won't hurt me if I lean over the fence to pat it.   False 14.1 can run faster than a dog.    False

Parents Safety Knowledge:
Ask yourself a few questions (yes or no)
1.	Do I stop my child from running and screaming around dogs?    Yes
2.	Do I make sure my child asks permission before touching a dog?   Yes
3.	Do I stop my child from hanging over or reaching through fences to touch neighbor's dogs without permission?    Yes
4.	Do I prevent my dogs from sleeping with my infant or toddler (including napping on beds) if I am not in the room?   Yes
5.	Do I allow my child to walk over my dog, grab ears, tails, feet etc. and pull?   No
6.	Do I allow my child to wrestle or play rough games with the dog?   No
7.	Do I think it is cute when the puppy grabs feet or hands and pulls?   No
8.	Do I allow my dog to chase and try to catch my child?   No
9.	Did I take the time to "proof my dog and increase his tolerance to hands that may not be as gentle as they should be?   Yes
10.	Did 1 take proper steps to begin socializing and training our dog long before we hand children? (If your dog was first.)?    Yes
11.	Did I take steps to prepare the children for a new dog and carefully choose the breed, type and source of the dog?   Yes
12.	If my dog has puppies, do I allow kids to take the pups out whenever they want?   No
13.	Do I allow my child to dangle food over the dog's head, tease it etc?   No
14.	Do I allow my child to grab things away from the dog?   No
15.	Do I allow my child to run up and physically wake a sleeping dog?   No
Dogs Tolerance Levels:
Dogs have different tolerance levels - what they will allow to happen before they act out. For example, some dogs will allow toddlers to hang all over them, crawl on their backs and yank ears before showing any signs of discomfort. Other dogs will nip if an ear is touched. Just because your dog has never bitten anyone, does not mean the potential is not there. All it means is that the breaking point of the dog's tolerance level has not been found yet and the owner is lucky.
Tolerance levels can vary day to day. A dog may be less tolerant of things if he is uncomfortable, tired, aging, sick, hurt, just having a bad day, etc.
We can help build up tolerance levels through training, body handling (getting the dog used to having his body touched and gradually increasing pressure on toes, etc.) and really rewarding a tolerant dog. Tolerance is good! Some dogs may never be tolerant due to training and socializing (or lack of it) or just their own personal nature. As dog owners, it is our responsibility to try and increase tolerance, know what can set our dogs off and know the warning signs our dogs give when they are being stressed. Even in the same breed, dogs vary greatly as individuals as to what they will or will not tolerate.
Warning and Stress Signs:   Sudden Stillness, eye contact, tense body posture, lowering head over valuable possessions (guarding), growling, teeth baring, lip curl, lowered body posture, tail straight up (dominant), tail between legs (fearful), yawing or sniffing out of context - lip licking or flicking (trying to defuse situation or negotiating).

Safe Responsible Behavior:
·	Always walk your dog on a leash.
·	Before petting someone else's dog, ask the owner for permission. After getting permission to pet a dog, always let the dog sniff the back of your hand first.
·	When a dog approaches you, stand still and quiet. Keep your hands at your side and don't look at their eyes.
·	When you are not walking your dog, keep him or her indoors with you - or in a fenced yard when he's getting some fresh air. Spend time playing with and caring for your dog.
Unsafe Behavior:
·	Don't pet or approach a dog while he or she is eating, sleeping, or guarding something. Pets naturally guard their food, their babies, and their toys. Dogs also protect their owners, as well as property mat belongs to their owners - such as an owner's home, yard, or car.
·	Don't try to pull a toy, a stick, or any item from a dog's mouth.
·	Don't run away from a dog that is chasing you. (A dog's natural instinct is to chase and catch someone who is running away. If you stand still, the dog will most likely stop, sniff you, and leave you alone when he or she realizes you are not a threat.) Also, don't chase or tease dogs, and avoid petting or trying to pick up strange pets.
·	 Don't approach a dog (or any other animal) that is injured. Instead, tell an adult about the animal.

